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The The problemproblem: There are : There are mm machinesmachines that are that are usedused to to processprocess
nn jobsjobs. A . A scheduleschedule specifiesspecifies, for each , for each machinemachine ii
((i=1,2,…,mi=1,2,…,m) and each job ) and each job jj ( ( j=1,2,…,n j=1,2,…,n ) one ) one oreore more time more time 
intervalsintervals throughoutthroughout whichwhich processingprocessing is is performedperformed on on jj by by 
i.i.

A A scheduleschedule is is feasiblefeasible if if 

�� there is no there is no overlappingoverlapping of time of time intervalsintervals correspondingcorresponding to to 
the the samesame job,job,

�� there is no there is no overlappingoverlapping of time of time intervalsintervals correspondingcorresponding
to the to the samesame machinemachine, , 

�� it is it is satisfiessatisfies variousvarious requirementsrequirements relatedrelated to the to the specificspecific
problemproblem typetype..
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A A problemproblem typetype is is specifiedspecified byby

�� the the machinemachine environmentenvironment

�� the job the job characteristiccharacteristic

�� an an optimalityoptimality criterioncriterion..

An An operationoperation refersrefers to a to a specifiedspecified periodperiod of of processingprocessing by by 
somesome machinemachine typetype..

We We assumeassume that all that all machinesmachines becomebecome availableavailable to to processprocess
jobsjobs at time at time zerozero..
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The The machinemachine environmentenvironment I.I.

SingleSingle--stagestage productionproduction systemssystems: each job : each job requiresrequires one one 
operationoperation..

�� singlesingle machinemachine

�� mm machinesmachines operatingoperating parallelparallel
identicalidentical parallel parallel machinesmachines: each : each processingprocessing time is time is 

independent of the independent of the machinemachine performingperforming the job.the job.
uniformlyuniformly parallel parallel machinesmachines: the : the machinesmachines operateoperate at at 

different different speedsspeeds butbut otherwiseotherwise theythey are are identicalidentical ..
unrelatedunrelated parallel parallel machinesmachines: the : the processingprocessing time of a time of a 

job job dependsdepends on the on the machinemachine assignementassignement..
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The The machinemachine environmentenvironment II.II.

MultiMulti --stagestage productionproduction systemssystems: there are s : there are s stagesstages, each , each 
havinghaving a different a different functionfunction. In a . In a 
flowflow shopshop the the processingprocessing of each job of each job goesgoes throughthrough the the 

stagesstages 1,2,…,s1,2,…,s in that order,in that order,
openopen shopshop likelike the the flowflow shopshop, , butbut the the routingrouting that that 

specifiesspecifies the sequence of the sequence of stagesstages throughthrough whichwhich a job a job 
mustmust pass, pass, cancan differdiffer betweenbetween jobsjobs and and formsforms partpart of of 
the the decisiondecision processprocess,,

job job shopshop each job has a each job has a prescribedprescribed routingrouting throughthrough the the 
stagesstages, and the , and the routingrouting maymay differdiffer fromfrom job to job.job to job.
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A job A job maymay be be characterizedcharacterized by by itsits

�� ProcessingProcessing requirementsrequirements

�� AvailabilityAvailability for for processingprocessing

�� PrecedencePrecedence constraintsconstraints

�� Interruption Interruption conditionsconditions

Job Job characteristicscharacteristics I.I.
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ProcessingProcessing requirementsrequirements

For the job For the job jj the the processingprocessing timetime is is denoteddenoted in in casecase of of 

�� singlesingle machinemachine and and identicalidentical parallelparallel machinesmachines by by ppjj, , 

�� uniform parallel uniform parallel machinesmachines on on machinemachine ii maymay be be 
expressedexpressed as as ppjj //ssii, where , where ssii is the is the speedspeed of of machinemachine ii ,,

�� unrelatedunrelated parallel parallel machinesmachines
for for flowflow shopshop and and openopen shopshop ppijij is the is the processingprocessing time on time on 
machinemachine//stagestage ii ,,
for for job job shopshop ppijij denotesdenotes the the processingprocessing time of the time of the ii thth
operationoperation ((whichwhich is not is not necesseralynecesseraly performedperformed at at stagestage ii). ). 

We We cancan assumeassume that all that all ppjj and and ppijij are are integersintegers..

We will We will denotedenote by by ppmaxmax the the maximummaximum valuevalue of all of all ppii oror ppijij..
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AvailabilityAvailability for for processingprocessing

The The availabilityavailability of each job of each job jj maymay be be restrictedrestricted by by itsits
�� integer integer releaserelease datedate rr jj that that definesdefines whenwhen it it becomesbecomes

availableavailable for for processingprocessing, , 

�� integer integer deadlinedeadline ddjj that that specifiesspecifies the time by the time by whichwhich it it 
mustmust be be completedcompleted. (It is . (It is calledcalled sometimessometimes as as duedateduedate).).
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PrecedencePrecedence constraintsconstraints, and , and interruptioninterruption

If job If job jj has has precedenceprecedence overover job job kk, then , then cannotcannot start start itsits
processingprocessing untiluntil j is j is completedcompleted..

PrecedencePrecedence constraintsconstraints are are specifiedspecified by a by a directeddirected acyclic acyclic 
precedenceprecedence graphgraph GG with vertices with vertices 1,2,…,n1,2,…,n: there is a : there is a 
directeddirected path path fromfrom vertex vertex jj to vertex to vertex kk if and only if job if and only if job jj
has has precedenceprecedence overover job job kk..

If the If the processingprocessing of any of any operationoperation maymay be be interruptedinterrupted and and 
resumedresumed at a at a laterlater time on the time on the samesame oror on a different on a different 
machinemachine then the then the modelmodel allowsallows the the preemptionpreemption..
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OptimalityOptimality criteriacriteria I.I.

For each job For each job jj , an integer , an integer duedue datedate ddjj and a positive integer and a positive integer 
weightweight wwjj maymay be be specifiedspecified. . For a For a givengiven scheduleschedule ��, we , we cancan
computecompute for job for job jj ::

completioncompletion timetime CCjj((

��)) CCjj

flowflow timetime

latenesslateness

earlinessearliness

tardinesstardiness

unitunit penaltypenalty

costcost

FFjj((

��)) FFjj = = CCjj((

�� ) ) -- rr jj

LLjj((

��)) LLjj = = CCjj((

�� ) ) -- ddjj

EEjj((

��)) EEjj = = maxmax{{ddjj--CCjj((

��), 0), 0}}

TTjj((

��)) TTjj((

��)) = = maxmax{ { CCjj ((

��))--ddjj , 0, 0}}

UUjj((

��)) UUjj

ffjj ((

��)) ffjj = = f(Cf(Cjj ((

��))))

== {{ 1 1 if if CCjj((

��) ) > > 00
0 0 otherwiseotherwise..

allowanceallowance aajj((

��)) aajj = = ddjj -- rr jj
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Model Model classificationclassification

OnOn--lineline modelmodel: : informationinformation aboutabout the the problemproblem instanceinstance is is 
mademade availableavailable to the to the schedulerscheduler job by job job by job duringduring the the 
coursecourse of of schedulingscheduling. . 

OffOff--lineline modelmodel: the : the schedulerscheduler has has fullfull informationinformation of the of the 
problemproblem instanceinstance, such as total , such as total numbernumber of of jobsjobs, , theirtheir
releasedreleased datesdates and and processingprocessing timestimes, , beforebefore the the processprocess of of 
schedulingscheduling actuallyactually startsstarts..

In each In each modelmodel we we assumeassume that the that the schedulerscheduler´s decision to ´s decision to 
assign and schedule a job or operation is assign and schedule a job or operation is irrevocable.irrevocable.

In In nearlynearly onon--lineline schedulingscheduling the the releasedreleased date of date of nextnext job job 
is is alwaysalways knownknown to the to the schedulerscheduler..
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OnOn--lineline modelmodel classificationclassification I I 

The The classesclasses are different are different accordingaccording to the way of to the way of informinform--
ationation on job on job characteristicscharacteristics is is releasedreleased to the to the schedulerscheduler. We . We 
distinguishdistinguish::

�� SchedulingScheduling overover listlist, where the , where the schedulerscheduler is is confrontedconfronted
with the with the jobsjobs oneone--byby--oneone as as theythey appearappear in the list. The in the list. The 
existenceexistence of a job is not of a job is not knownknown untiluntil all ist all ist predecessorspredecessors
have have alreadyalready beenbeen scheduledscheduled..

�� SchedulingScheduling overover timetime, where all , where all jobsjobs arrivearrive at at theirtheir releaserelease
datesdates. The . The jobsjobs are are scheduledscheduled with the with the passagepassage of time of time 
and, at any time, the and, at any time, the schedulerscheduler only has only has knowledgeknowledge of of 
thosethose jobsjobs that have that have alreadyalready arrivedarrived..
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OnOn--lineline modelmodel classificationclassification II II 

BothBoth aboveabove modelmodel ((schedulingscheduling overover list, list, schedulingscheduling overover
time) time) supposessupposes that that onceonce a job is a job is knownknown to the to the schedulerscheduler, , 
itsits processingprocessing requirementrequirement is also is also knownknown. So we . So we callcall thesethese
modelsmodels clairvoyantclairvoyant..

In In casecase of of nonnon--clairvoyantclairvoyant modelmodel the the processingprocessing requiremrequirem--
entent of a job is of a job is unknownunknown untiluntil ist ist processingprocessing is is completedcompleted..
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The The optimalityoptimality criteriacriteria involveinvolve

A. The A. The minimizationminimization of of 

maxmaxjjTTjjTTmaxmaxmaximummaximum tardinesstardiness

maxmaxjjFFjjFFmaxmaxmaximummaximum flowflow timetime

maxmaxikik WWikikWWmaxmaxmaximummaximum waitingwaiting timetime

maxmaxjj EEjjEEmaxmaxmaximummaximum earlinessearliness

maxmaxjj aajjaamaxmaxmaximummaximum allowanceallowance

maxmaxjj ffjjffmaxmaxmaximummaximum costcost

LLmaxmax

CCmaxmax

maxmaxjj LLjjmaximummaximum latenesslateness

maxmaxjj CCjjmaximummaximum completioncompletion time (time (makespanmakespan))
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jj (w(wjj )W)Wjjtotal (total (weightedweighted) ) waitingwaiting timetime

jj (w(wjj )a)ajjtotal (total (weightedweighted) ) allowanceallowance

jj (w(wjj )U)Ujj((weightedweighted) ) numbernumber of of latelate jobsjobs

jj (w(wjj )F)Fjjtotal (total (weightedweighted) ) flowflow timetime

jj (w(wjj )E)Ejjtotal (total (weigtedweigted) ) earlinessearliness

jj (w(wjj )T)Tjjtotal (total (weightedweighted) ) tardinesstardiness

jj (w(wjj )C)Cjjtotal (total (weightedweighted) ) completioncompletion timetime

j j ffjjtotal total costcost

The The optimalityoptimality criteriacriteria involveinvolve

B. The B. The minimizationminimization of of 
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UsuallyUsually, we , we callcall an an optimalityoptimality criteriacriteria

��

as as regularregular, if it is , if it is 
nonnon--deacreasingdeacreasing in the in the completioncompletion timestimes..

If If 

��

is is regularregular, then if , then if 

,CC '
11 ≤ ,CC '

22 ≤ andand ,CC '
nn ≤

thenthen

)C,,C,C( n21 � )C,,C,C( '
n

'
2

'
1 �

� � �

TheoremTheorem: : CCmaxmax, , FFmaxmax, , LLmaxmax, , TTmaxmax are are regularregular objectiveobjective
functionsfunctions..
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ThreeThree--fieldfield representationrepresentation
(Graham, (Graham, LawlerLawler, , LenstraLenstra, , RinnooyRinnooy Kann)Kann)

We will We will useuse a a threethree--fieldfield descriptordescriptor::

| | ||

MachineMachine enviromentenviroment OptimalityOptimality criteriacriteria

Job Job characteristiccharacteristic

Let Let  denote the  denote the empty symbolempty symbol..
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Let Let �� = = ��

11

��

22

��

33 wherewhere

��

single machinesingle machine
P P identical parallel machineidentical parallel machine
Q Q uniform parallel machineuniform parallel machine
R R unrelated parallel machineunrelated parallel machine
O O open shopopen shop
F F flow shopflow shop
J J job shopjob shop

��

22

�

 

�

 {

�

, m, s }{

�

, m, s }

��

11

�

 

�

 {

�

, P, Q, R, F, O, J }{

�

, P, Q, R, F, O, J }

��

single machinesingle machine
m m the number of machine is mthe number of machine is m
s s the number of stages is sthe number of stages is s

��

33

�

 

�

 {

�

, (Pm),(Pm{

�

, (Pm),(Pm11,…,,…,PmPmss), (P) }), (P) }
��

single stage or several single stage or several stages stages 
each with a single machineeach with a single machine

(Pm)(Pm) multimulti--stage with m identical stage with m identical 
parallel machines at each stageparallel machines at each stage

(Pm(Pm11,…,,…,PmPmss)  multi)  multi--stage with stage with mmkk

identical parallel machines at identical parallel machines at 
stage kstage k

(P)(P) multimulti--stage with an arbitrary stage with an arbitrary 
number of identical parallel number of identical parallel 
machines at each stagemachines at each stage
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�� ��

11,,

��

22,,

��

33,,

��

44,,

��

55,,

��

66}} wherewhere

��

11 {{ , on, on--lineline--list, onlist, on--line, online, on--lineline--listlist--nclvnclv, on, on--lineline--nclvnclv}}

��

22 {{ ,, rr jj }  }  indicates whether jobs have release time.indicates whether jobs have release time.

��

33 {{ ,, ddjj }} indicates whether jobs have deadlines.indicates whether jobs have deadlines.

��

44 {{ ,, pmtnpmtn}} indicates whether jobs may be preempted.indicates whether jobs may be preempted.

��

55 {{ ,, precprec}} indicates whether jobs have precedence indicates whether jobs have precedence 
constraints.constraints.

��

66 {{ ,, ppjj = 1, = 1, ppijij = 1= 1}} indicates whether jobs have unit indicates whether jobs have unit 
processing time.processing time.
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�� {{CCmaxmax, , LLmaxmax, , EEmaxmax, , TTmaxmax, , ffmaxmax,,……}}

ExamplesExamples

1 1 | | rr jj , , precprec | | 

��

jjwwjjCCjj is the is the problemproblem of of schedulingscheduling jobsjobs with with 
releaserelease datesdates and and precedenceprecedence constraintsconstraints on a on a singlesingle
machinemachine to to minimizeminimize the total the total weightedweighted completioncompletion time.time.

R R | | pmtnpmtn | | LLmaxmax is the is the problemproblem of  of  preemptivelypreemptively schedulingscheduling
jobsjobs on an arbitrary on an arbitrary numbernumber of of unrelatedunrelated parallel parallel machinesmachines
to to minimizeminimize the the maximummaximum latenesslateness..

O3 O3 | | ppijij = 1 | = 1 | 

��

jjUjUj is the is the problemproblem of of schedulingscheduling jobsjobs in a in a 
threethree--machinemachine openopen shopshop to to minimizeminimize the the numbernumber of  of  latelate
jobsjobs, where the , where the processingprocessing time of each time of each operationoperation is one is one 
unitunit..
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The aim is to schedule the n coupled-tasks on one machine
in  such  a  way   that   
• no  jobs are overlaped
• the  makespan (Cmax) has to be minimized.   
• no preemption is allowed.

1|Coup-Task|Cmax

We are given n jobs.Each of them consisting of two distinct
operations. The sequence of operations are fixed and  also a fixed
length of delay-timepassesbetween the two parts.

The i-te job is denoted by  a  triple (ai,Li,bi) where   
• ai = the processing time of the first task, 
• Li = the delay time between the tasks, and 
• bi = the processing time of the second task.

The Coupled-Tasks Problem(CTP):
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TheoremTheorem: A : A scheduleschedule whichwhich is optimal with is optimal with respectrespect to to LLmaxmax

is also optimal with is also optimal with respectrespect to to TTmaxmax..

Proof.Proof.

TTmaxmax == maxmax{max{L{max{L11,0}, ,0}, max{Lmax{L22,0},…,max{L,0},…,max{Lnn,0}, ,0}, }}

= = maxmax{L{L11,L,L22,…,L,…,Lnn,0},0}

= = maxmax{L{Lmaxmax,0},0}
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1.1. ExamineExamine the the complexitycomplexity of the of the problemproblem
PP   11 | | | | 

��

wwjjCCjj

NPNP   J J | | | | CCmaxmax

2.2. In In casecase of  of  PP we we useuse
GreedyGreedy algorithmsalgorithms

SPTSPT , , SWPTSWPT rulerule 11 | | | | 

��

wwjjCCjj

EDDEDD rulerule 11 | | rjrj | | LLmaxmax

EnumerativeEnumerative algorithmsalgorithms
DynamicDynamic ProgramingPrograming 11 | | | | 

�

 

�

 ffjj
BranchBranch and and BoundBound 11 | | rr jj | | LLmaxmax

3.3. In In casecase of of NPNP we we useuse
LocalLocal SearchSearch PP | | | | CCmaxmax

Approximation Approximation algorithmsalgorithms PP | | | | CCmaxmax

MethodologiesMethodologies for for solvingsolving a a schedulingscheduling problemproblem
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Single Single MachineMachine ProcessingProcessing

ExampleExample: : ProcessingProcessing of of jobsjobs throughthrough a a smallsmall nonnon--timetime--
sharingsharing computercomputer..

IdleIdle timetime

00
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TheoremTheorem: for an : for an | | 

��

11 | | 

��

problemproblem, where , where 

��

11 is arbitrary is arbitrary 
processingprocessing condition and condition and 

��

is  also a is  also a regularregular optimalityoptimality
criterioncriterion, there exists an optimal , there exists an optimal scheduleschedule in in whichwhich there there 
is no is no insertedinserted idleidle time, time, i.ei.e. the . the machinemachine startsstarts processingprocessing
at at t = 0t = 0 and and continuescontinues withoutwithout restrest untiluntil t = t = CCmaxmax..

TheoremTheorem: for an : for an | | 

��

11 | | 

��

problemproblem, where , where 

��

11 is arbitrary is arbitrary 
processingprocessing condition and condition and 

��

is  also a is  also a regularregular optimalityoptimality
criterioncriterion, no , no improvementimprovement maymay be be gainedgained in the optimal in the optimal 
scheduleschedule by by allowingallowing preemptionpreemption..

ConsequenceConsequence: In : In casecase of of regularregular optimalityoptimality criterioncriterion we we 
need to need to considerconsider the the permutatitionpermutatition schedulesschedules, , i.ei.e. to find a . to find a 
permutationpermutation of the of the jobsjobs such that such that whenwhen theythey are are 
sequencedsequenced in that order, the in that order, the valuevalue of of 

��

is is minimisedminimised..
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ShortestShortest ProcessingProcessing Time Time SchedulingScheduling

Theorem (Jackson, 1955)Theorem (Jackson, 1955): The : The problemproblem 1 1 | | | | LLmaxmax can be can be 
solved in solved in O(nlognO(nlogn)) time by sequencing jobs in nontime by sequencing jobs in non--
decreasing  order of their due dates (decreasing  order of their due dates (EDDEDD rule).rule).

Proof.Proof. ConsiderConsider any any optialoptial sequence sequence ��, and suppose that , and suppose that 
somesome job job kk is is sequencedsequenced beforebefore anotheranother job job jj , where , where ddkk >> ddjj..

� � � � � �� � � � � �� � � 	 
 � � � � � �

kkjj

��`:`:

� � � � � �� � � � � �� � � 	 
 � � � � � �

kk jj

�� ::

ppkk
ppkk ppkk
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Observation 1Observation 1: all : all jobsjobs sequencedsequenced beforebefore kk and and afterafter jj in in ��

have the have the samesame completioncompletion time in time in bothboth sequencessequences..

Observation 2Observation 2: job : job jj togethertogether with all with all jobsjobs sequencedsequenced
betweenbetween kk and and jj in in �� are are completedcompleted ppkk unitsunits earlierearlier in in ��`̀..

LLkk((

��`̀) = ) = CCkk((

��`̀) ) –– ddkk

SoSo

LLmaxmax((

��`̀) ) 

�

 

�

 LLmaxmax((

��))

��` is also optimal.` is also optimal.

Repetition of Repetition of thisthis job job reinsertionreinsertion argumentargument yieldsyields an an 
optimal sequence in optimal sequence in whichwhich jobsjobs appearappear in EDD order.in EDD order.

= = CCjj((

��) ) –– ddkk < < CCjj((

��) ) –– ddjj = = LLjj((

��). ). 
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ExerciseExercise (Smith, 1956)(Smith, 1956) : Let us : Let us proveprove that for the that for the problemproblem
11||||wjCjwjCj an optimal solution is obtained in an optimal solution is obtained in O(nlognO(nlogn)) time time 
by sequencing jobs in nonby sequencing jobs in non--decreasing order of decreasing order of ppjj/w/wjj. . 
((SWPTSWPT rule)rule)

HintsHints: : useuse an an adjacentadjacent interchangeinterchange procedureprocedure for for thosethose of of 
pairspairs where where ppkk//wwkk > > ppjj//wwjj..
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n                     k                      nn                     k                      n
minmin

�

 

�

 TTjj = = minmin

�

 

�

 TTjj + min + min 

�

 

�

 TTjj
j=1                  j=1                 j=k+1j=1                  j=1                 j=k+1

Let us Let us nownow considerconsider the the setset of of jobsjobs {{ jj ii11
,j,j ii22

,…,j,…,j iikk
} , and produce the } , and produce the 

optimal schedule. If we can improve upon the sequence optimal schedule. If we can improve upon the sequence ((jj ii11
,j,j ii22

,…,j,…,j iikk
), ), 

then we would then we would ableable to to reducereduce the the firstfirst termterm aboveabove..

We We cancan constructconstruct a a newnew sequence for the sequence for the fullfull problemproblem by by usingusing the the 
thethe improvedimproved schedulingscheduling for the for the firstfirst kk jobsjobs, and , and leavingleaving the the 
remainingremaining ((nn--kk) ) jobsjobs in in theirtheir original order.original order.

LemmaLemma: In an optimal : In an optimal scheduleschedule the the firstfirst kk jobsjobs ((k=1,2,…,nk=1,2,…,n) also ) also 
formedformed an optimal an optimal scheduleschedule for the for the reducedreduced problemproblem basedbased on just on just 
thesethese kk jobsjobs alonealone..

Proof: Let ( Proof: Let ( jj ii11
,j,j ii22

,…,j,…,j iinn
) be an optimal ) be an optimal scheduleschedule. Then for any . Then for any kk, , 

k=1,…,n,k=1,…,n, we we maymay decomposedecompose the the objectiveobjective functionfunction::
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The Total The Total WeightedWeighted TardinessTardiness

Theorem (Held, Theorem (Held, KarpKarp, 1962):, 1962): The The problemproblem 1 1 | | | | 

��

TTjj can be can be 
solved by dynamic programming technique.solved by dynamic programming technique.

To To proveprove the the theoremtheorem we need the we need the followingfollowing Lemma.Lemma.

�� Let the Let the periodperiod kk be the be the situationsituation whenwhen we we considerconsider the  the  
setssets of of kk elementselements..

�� The The statestate setset SSkk in the in the kk--tete periodperiod contains all contains all schedulesschedules
belongingbelonging to the to the permutationspermutations of the of the tt jobsjobs in hand.in hand.

�� DuringDuring the the decisiondecision procedureprocedure in the in the kk--tete periodperiod we we 
choose a choose a permutationpermutation with with minimumminimum propertyproperty
accordingaccording to the to the objectiveobjective functionfunction..
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zzkk = = zzkk((SSkk)) = min 

�

 = min 

�

 TTjjii = min 

�

 = min 

�

 maxmax ((CCjjii –– ddjjii ))
SSkk jjii

�� SSkk

�� ��SSkk jjii

�� ��

SSkk = = {{ the the setset of all of all permutationspermutations of of jobsjobs jj11,j,j22,…,j,…,jkk}}

and soand so

zzkk = min = min {{ zzkk--11((SSkk -- {{ jj ii} )} ) + + TTjjii}}
jj ii

�

 

�

 SSkk

The The decisiondecision variablesvariables are:are:
in in SS11: : XX11=={  {  jj11, j, j22,…., ,…., jjnn}}
in in SS22: : XX11=={{ {{ jj11, j, j22}} ,….,,….,{{ jjnn--11, , jjnn}  }  }}……
in in SSnn--11: : XX11=={{ {{ jj11, j, j22,….,,….,jjnn--11} ,…, } ,…, {{ jj22, j, j33,….,,….,jjnn} }} }

The The statesstates are the are the valuesvalues of the of the objectiveobjective functionfunction::
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ExampleExample:  :  SolveSolve the the problemproblem 1 1 | | | | 

�

 

�

 TTjj if if 

16161616991414duedue date (date (ddii))

7710106688ProcessingProcessing time ( time ( ppii))

jj44jj33jj22jj11

Let us Let us calculatecalculate the the dynamicdynamic programmingprogramming procedureprocedure..

The optimal The optimal scheduleschedule is: is: {  {  jj33, j, j44, j, j11, j, j22}}

and and 

z =min z =min maxmax

�

 

�

 TTjjii =  min 

�

 = min 

�

 maxmax ((CCjjii –– ddjjii ) = ) = 2020
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ComputationalComputational complexitycomplexity of the of the dynamicdynamic programmingprogramming

1.352 1.352 xx 101014141.983 1.983 xx 101050504040

6.396 6.396 x x 1010772.992 2.992 x x 101020202020

33789337892.286 2.286 x x 1010881010

23723764764744

6n26n2nn--11+3(2+3(2nn--1)1)6n(n!)+3(n!6n(n!)+3(n!--1)1)

DynamicDynamic programmingprogrammingCompleteComplete enumerationenumeration
nn

NumberNumber of of operationoperation requiredrequired
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**

0        0        0   0        0        0   

22 33 44 11 33 44 11 22 44 11 22 33

55 22 --11

55 22 00

00

00

00

00 00

--33 44

44

77

77

11

11

11

11

44

44

11

11

33 44 4422 22 33 33 44 4411 11 33 444422 11 11 2222 33 33 1111 22

88 99 991515 991212 88 55 1010 77 77 77 771515 99 1010 9914141111 1212 7777 1111 1414

88 99 991717 88991212 55 1010 77 77 77 1717 99 1010 77 1212 1515 1212 99 77 77 1212 1515

44 44 44 44 44 4433 33 33 33 33 3322 2222 22 222211 11 11 11 11 11

1515 1515 1515 2222 1515 151515152222 1717 15151515 1515 15151515 1515 15151717 1717 1717 17172222 2222 2222 2222

2323 2323 2323 2323 2323 2323 23232020 2020 2020 2020 20203131 3131 3131 3131 31312424 2424 2424 3131 2424 2424 2424

11 --66 00 22 --33 00 33 --66 00 44 --99 0022

11

44

33

** ** ** **

**** **** **

** **** **
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**

0        0        0   0        0        0   

22 33 44 11 33 44 11 22 44 11 22 33

55 22 --11

55 22 00

00

00

00

00 00

--33 44

44

77

77

11

11

11

11

44

44

11

11

33 44 4422 22 33 33 44 4411 11 33 444422 11 11 2222 33 33 1111 22

88 99 991515 991212 88 55 1010 77 77 77 771515 99 1010 9914141111 1212 7777 1111 1414

88 99 991717 88991212 55 1010 77 77 77 1717 99 1010 77 1212 1515 1212 99 77 77 1212 1515

44 44 44 44 44 4433 33 33 33 33 3322 2222 22 222211 11 11 11 11 11

1515 1515 1515 2222 1515 151515152222 1717 15151515 1515 15151515 1515 15151717 1717 1717 17172222 2222 2222 2222

2323 2323 2323 2323 2323 2323 23232020 2020 2020 2020 20203131 3131 3131 3131 31312424 2424 2424 3131 2424 2424 2424

11 --66 00 22 --33 00 33 --66 00 44 --99 00** ** ** **

**** **** **

** **** ****
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DynamicDynamic ProgrammingProgramming to to precedenceprecedence constraintsconstraints

ExampleExample:  :  SolveSolve the the problemproblem 1 1 | | | | 

�

 

�

 LLjj if if 

10101616991212duedue date (date (ddii))

7710106688ProcessingProcessing time ( time ( ppii))

jj44jj33jj22jj11

and the and the precedenceprecedence constrainsconstrains are:are:

JJ11

JJ22

JJ33

JJ44 JJ33

LLjj((

�� )) = = CCjj((

�� )) -- ddjj
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0        0        0   0        0        0   

22 44 11 22 33

55 55

11 11

33

00

44

11

11

--22

33 44 22 33 22 33 33 22

88 1111 991212 991212 77 1414

99 1212 10101313 1212 99 88 1212

33 33 3322 22

1515 1515 2222 1515 2222

28282727 27273232 3131

11 --44 --44 44 --33 --33** **

10101616991212ddii

7710106688ppii

jj44jj33jj22jj11

LLjj((

�� )) = = CCjj((

�� )) -- ddjj

JJ11

JJ22

JJ33

JJ44 JJ33

The optimal The optimal scheduleschedule is: is: {  {  jj11, j, j22, j, j44, j, j33}}

**
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Theorem (Theorem (DominanceDominance condition):condition): in an in an 11|| || 

�

 

�

 TTjj problemproblem if if 
two two jobsjobs JJii and and JJkk are such that are such that ppii ppjj andand ddii

��

ddjj then then 
exists an optimal exists an optimal scheduleschedule in in whichwhich JJii precedesprecedes JJkk..

ProofProof: Let us suppose that we have an optimal : Let us suppose that we have an optimal scheduleschedule
where the where the conditionsconditions hold and hold and JJkk precedesprecedes JJii..

� � � � � �� � � � � �� � � 	 
 � � � � � �

kkjj

��`:`:

� � � � � �� � � � � �� � � 	 
 � � � � � �

kk jj

�� ::

ppkk ppkk ppkk

LLkk((

��`̀) = ) = CCkk((

��`̀) ) –– ddkk

LLkk((

��`̀) = ) = CCkk((

��`̀) ) –– ddkk = = CCjj((
��) ) –– ddkk < < CCjj((

��) ) –– ddjj = = LLjj((

��). ). 
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